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Abstract An AlN nanotube (AlNNT) was theoretically

predicted in 2003. In comparison with the carbon nan-

otubes, the AlNNTs are wide-band-gap nanostructures with

high reactivity, high thermal stability and sharp electronic

sensitivity toward some chemicals. The B3LYP predicts an

HOMO–LUMO gap of 3.74–4.27 eV for zigzag AlNNTs,

while the experimental bad gap of bulk AlN is about

6.28 eV. The lowest strain energy of AlNNTs relative to its

AlN nanosheet compared to the nanosheets of carbon and

BN nanotubes with an equivalent diameter suggests the

feasibility of AlNNT synthesis from its nanosheet. Theo-

retical methods predict a Young’s Modulus of about

453 GPa for AlNNTs that is smaller than that of carbon

(1 TPa), BN (870 GPa) and GaN (796 GPa) nanotubes. In

2003, the faceted single-crystalline hexagonal AlNNTs

were synthesized and extensively explored by means of

density functional theory calculations. Several works have

suggested different potential applications for AlNNTs

including chemical sensors, hydrogen storage, gas adsor-

bent, and electron field emitter. This review is a compre-

hensive study on the latest achievements in the structural

analyses, synthesis, and property evaluations based on the

computational methods on the AlNNTs in the light of the

development of nanotubes.

Keywords Nanostructures based on AlN � Aluminum

nitride nanotube � Computational study � Wide-band-gap

systems � Sensor

Introduction

From the time when carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been

discovered (Iijima 1991) and their extensive possible

applications (Beheshtian et al. 2012a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j;

Parlayici et al. 2015; Baei et al. 2012a, b, c; Robati et al.

2016; Shamsudin et al. 2013; Sreekala et al. 2013; Saha

and Das 2014; Goodarzi et al. 2015), intensive attentions

have been devoted to non-carbon nanotubes (Beheshtian

and Peyghan 2013; Peyghan and Bagheri 2012; Baei et al.

2012a, b, c, 2013; Beheshtian et al. 2013a, b, c, d, e;

Peyghan et al. 2012a, b). Examples are the nanotubes of

BxCyNz composites, metal oxides such as MgO, ZnO and

WS2, the halogen compound of NiCl2, silica and polyani-

line nanotubes (Altoe et al. 2003; Stejskal et al. 2009; Kim

et al. 2011; Hacohen et al. 1998; Cui et al. 2012). Among

these compounds, group III nitride nanostructured materi-

als are mostly fascinating because the wurtzite nitrides

yield a continuous alloy structure with variable band gaps

from 1.9 to 6.2 eV (Beheshtian et al. 2012a, b, c, d, e, f, g,

h, i, j, 2013a, b, c, d, e; Peyghan et al. 2013a, b, c). The AlN

is a wide-band-gap material, exhibiting high hardness, high

stability, high thermal conductivity, and low coefficient of

thermal expansion, and it is frequently used in thin film

devices as a substrate (Yim et al. 1973). During the last

decade, numerous efforts have been dedicated to synthesis,

characterization, and potential applications of AlN nan-

otubes (AlNNTs) (Balasubramanian et al. 2004; Yin et al.

2005). The most promising applications include chemical

sensors, hydrogen storage, and field emitters (Baei et al.
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2012a, b, c; Noei et al. 2015; Shi et al. 2005; Wang et al.

2009; Ahmadi et al. 2012). This contribution provides a

comprehensive review on the AlNNT field, and systemat-

ically summarizes respected successes in synthesis, mor-

phology, potential applications and predictions on the

various properties.

Theoretical prediction

Zhang and Zhang (2003) have theoretically explored the

possibility of synthesis and different properties of AlNNTs

using different models (Fig. 1). The nanotube structure which

was studied in their work was single-walled with an armchair

chirality, and the geometries were relaxed at the Hartree–

Fock (HF) level of theory with 3-21G* basis set. They

deduced that AlNNTs are thermodynamically favorable with

a uniform diameter and smooth tubular surface, in compar-

ison to the experimentally observed CNTs and AlN nano-

wires. Aluminum and nitrogen atoms arrange in a hexagonal

network in the tube wall, adopting an sp2 hybridization. The

calculated eigenvalues of HOMO and LUMO were about

-0.34226 (-9.31 eV) and 0.05823 a. u. (1.58 eV); thus, the

HOMO–LUMO gap is 10.89 eV. It should be noted that

what they have calculated is HOMO–LUMO gap, not band

gap, as mentioned in the original paper (Zhang and Zhang

2003). Band gap in the solid-state physics refers to the dif-

ference in energy between the bottom of the conduction band

and the top of the valence band, corresponding to the energy

difference between the electron affinity and ionization

potential of the material (Cui et al. 2012).

The unusually large HOMO–LUMO gap is originated

from the disadvantage of HF theory in predicting the

HOMO, and LUMO levels, and also the size influence of

nanotubes (Zhang et al. 1996). In the HF model, the

LUMO sees one electron more (N instead of N - 1) than

the HOMO; therefore, the LUMO is shifted to much

higher energy, overestimating the HOMO–LUMO gap.

The model nanotubes were finite-sized and their ends

were saturated with H atoms to decrease the boundary

effect (Bredas 2014). It should be noted that the real

nanotubes are much longer and did not have any hydro-

gen atoms. A nanotube with a greater diameter and length

is expected to have lower strain energy and, therefore,

higher stability. Finally, it has been suggested that the

synthesis of AlNNTs may be a potential achievement in

future (Bredas 2014).

However, unlike BN nanotubes (BNNTs) which possess

honeycomb graphitic framework on the single walls of the

tube (Golberg et al. 1996), so far, no experimental syn-

thesis of analogous geometries in AlNNTs has been

reported. Undoubtedly, this difference is because of the

existence of BN graphene-like nanosheets which can be

rolled up in BN nanotubes, while AlN nanosheets are rather

metastable or unstable. The stability of an infinite hexag-

onal AlN (h-AlN) sheet and its structural and electronic

properties have been studied within the framework of DFT

at the GGA-PBE level of theory, demonstrating, qualita-

tively, synthesizability of individual h-AlN sheets

(Almeida et al. 2012). Although, graphite-like h-AlN

multilayers have been experimentally observed and theo-

retically modeled (Santos et al. 2016), the synthesis of

monolayer graphene-like h-AlN has not been reported yet.

Fig. 1 Models demonstrating the various models used in (Stejskal

et al. 2009), where the circled atoms are chosen as the representative

atoms of each of the model systems: a diamond nanowire c-C54 (1),

an AlN nanowire c-Al27 N27 (2), a carbon nanotube h-C54 nanotube

(3) and AlN nanotube h-nitridea AlN nanotube h–h-Al27 N27 (4)
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Synthesis

Wu et al. (2003) synthesized the faceted single-crystalline

hexagonal AlNNTs by nitriding the Al powder, impreg-

nating with CoSO4 (1.0 mmol Co per gram of Al) in

advance, with NH3/N2 (NH3 4 vol%). The transmission

electron microscopic (TEM) images (Fig. 2) show that the

product is a blend of nanowires and nanotubes. Most

AlNNTs have both ends open and their lengths are few

micrometers and the diameters are in the range of

30–80 nm. It has been detected that the ends of the tubes

have the pseudohexagonal shape (Fig. 2). However, the

results provided an alternative AlNNT with N and Al

atoms [compared to the theoretical results of (Bredas

2014)] still positioning in hexagonal crystalline arrange-

ment, analogous to the case for bulk h-AlN, and a non-

layered construction is detected. In this construction, each

atom has one dangling bond; thus, surface passivation is

commonly unavoidable.

Balasubramanian et al. (2004) have synthesized the

AlNNTs using solid–vapor equilibrium by gas-phase con-

densation. The tubes were dispersed on an extremely ori-

ented pyrolytic graphite sheet. The scanning tunneling

microscopy measurements have been performed in a vac-

uum chamber at room temperature by an OMICRON STM/

AFM system. Diverse structures including nanotubes and

nanoparticles have been observed (Fig. 3). The AlNNTs

are a mixture of a single tube and also tubes as groups of

three or four ones as wide as a few micrometers. They are

mostly in helicoidal or twisted arrangement with diameter

of about 0.8–3.0 nm. It has been predicted that the AlNNT

construction consists of, chiefly, hexagons of N and Al

atoms which adopt sp2 hybridization, thereby confirming

the computational predictions (Bredas 2014). This expla-

nation is deep-rooted by comparing the computed inter-

atomic distance (0.32 nm) and the average distance

between two N (0.306 nm), or two Al atoms with the

results of Ref. (Bredas 2014).

Yin et al. (2005) have reported the first synthesis of

coaxial C–AlN–C combined nanotubes created in bulk

Fig. 2 a TEM image of the

AlN product containing

nanotubes and nanowires. b,

c Pseudohexagonal open ends of

two AlN nanotubes in different

lying fashions as schematically

shown in the figures. For faceted

tubular structure, different lying

fashions will result in different

numbers of distinguishable

contrast regions as seen here

Fig. 3 STM image (160 9 160 nm) showing bundles of twisted AlN

nanotubes and nanoparticles. The flat surface is highly oriented

pyrolytic graphite. A line profile is also reported to show the height of

the nanotubes. The white line is only a guideline for the eye to follow

the curling direction of the tube along its axis (white arrow)
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quantities through a reaction of chemical substitution in a

manageable two-step process using CNTs as templates.

They showed that the C–AlN–C nanotubes are slightly

faceted because of a confinement effect of the CNT tem-

plates. Therefore, only faceted single-crystalline AlNNTs

with a non-layered structure were finally formed. The

length of the AlNNTs was about several micrometers, and

the outer diameter was approximately between 45 and

50 nm, with walls of 13-nm thickness. The synthesized

AlNNTs were straight (in contract to the results of Ref.

(Wu 2009)) and the TEM images (Fig. 4) show that most

of them are open-ended. Chemically, the coaxial C–AlN–C

nanotube formation is a carbonitridation route, in which

CNTs act as reducing material and templates for the

AlNNT creation. The coaxial C–AlN–C composite nan-

otube formation is shown in Fig. 5.

Stability and strain energy

The p orbital character of HOMO of an AlNNT like that of

CNT predicts the probability of AlNNT formation (Bredas

2014). The strain energies needed to generate nanotubes

from their graphene-like nanosheets, and their thermal

stability are main factors in anticipating the formation of

tubular geometries (Tenne and Zettl 1996). In a theoretical

work, Zhao et al. (2003) have assessed the strain energy

needed to roll up an AlN nanosheet into an AlNNT using

DFT calculations, comparing it with the results of carbon,

GaN, and BN nanotubes. They used ab initio code of

SIESTA with the exchange–correlation functional of Per-

dew, Burke and Ernzerhof and the basis set of double-f
plus polarization orbitals (Zhao et al. 2003). They

employed periodical boundary condition along the AlNNT

axis. The average Al–N bond length has been computed to

be 1.83 Å which is slightly smaller than that of the cubic

AlN which is about 1.89 Å (Pentaleri et al. 1997).

It was found that the buckling in AlNNTs is smaller,

compared to that of GaN and BN nanotubes with compa-

rable diameters. To evaluate the thermal stability, they

modeled the annealing route of an (5,5) armchair AlNNT

for 2 ps at 1000 K, using first-principles molecular

dynamics (Zhao et al. 2003). The tubular construction was

maintained even at high temperature, and the tube wall

bucking was very small so that the structural deformation

can be recovered by re-optimization. They suggested this

phenomenon as a reason for the high thermal stability of

AlNNTs.

Figure 6 (Zhao et al. 2003) shows the computed strain

energy per atom needed to roll up an AlN nanosheet into an

Fig. 4 a, b Low-magnification TEM images of the synthesized AlN

nanotubes

Fig. 5 Schematic illustration of

the formation process of C–

AlN–C composite nanotubes.

a Al2O3 powders are coated on

the surface of carbon nanotubes.

b Al2O3 adsorbed on the surface

of MWCNTs reacts with them

to form Al2O through a

chemical reaction. c Under a

continuous NH3 flow, Al2O

reacts with NH3 and C to form

AlN nanotubes through a

chemical reaction. The carbon

layers form on both the outer

and inner surfaces of AlN tubes

during the reverse reaction.

d Cross-el of C–AlN–C

composite nanotubes

Chem. Pap.
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AlNNT of a specified diameter. For comparison, the energy

costs for the formation of carbon, BN, and GaN nanotubes

are also given in Fig. 6. As it can be seen, by increasing the

diameter of the tubes, the strain energy decreases. Also, the

strain energies are independent of chirality, in the case of

BN (Pentaleri et al. 1997) and GaN (23 Lee et al. 1999)

nanotubes. This is in good contrast with the results of (Oh

and Lee 1998) which indicate that armchair CNTs are

more stable than zigzag ones. The lowest strain energy of

AlNNTs relative to its nanosheet in comparison to those of

BN and CNTs with a comparable diameter proposes the

feasibility of AlNNT synthesis from a graphene-like AlN.

Stan et al. (2008) have reported the synthesis of faceted

AlNNTs through an ‘epitaxial casting’ process like that

reported for the GaN nanotube synthesis (Goldberger et al.

2003). First, they used triangular faceted GaN nanowires

synthesized by Ni-catalyzed metal–organic chemical vapor

deposition (MOCVD) at 800 �C, and then, AlN shells were

grown around the GaN nanowires by MOCVD at 1000 �C.

Subsequently, the GaN cores were removed by annealing at

1120 �C in hydrogen atmosphere, leaving behind the

empty AlN shells.

The MOCVD method is a highly complex procedure for

growing crystalline layers, employed in the manufacturing

of transistors, light-emitting diodes (LEDs), solar cells,

lasers, and different electronic devices (Nishizawa and

Kurabayashi 1983; Liu et al. 2000; Kakanakova-Georgieva

et al. 2006; Choi et al. 2012). Also, sublimation epitaxy of

AlN has been performed on 4H-SiC (Kakanakova-Ge-

orgieva et al. 2004), resulting in AlN pattern consisting of

individual single wurtzite AlN crystallites with plate-like

shape aligned along [1 �1 0 0] direction. In contrast to

epitaxy method, the growth of crystals in MOCVD is by

chemical reaction and not physical deposition. The

MOCVD method is more favorable for formation of

devices that are thermodynamically metastable.

Mechanical properties

‘‘A reaction to an applied load’’ may be a proper definition

for mechanical properties of materials. These properties

may delineate the range of utility of a substance and

establish the service life can be anticipated. There exist a

few studies on the mechanical properties of AlNNTs of

which most of them are theoretical studies.

Young’s moduli

The Y indicates the ratio of stress (force per unit area) and

strain (proportional deformation) in a material and is a

measure of the stiffness. The typical equation for Young’s

modulus is:

Y ¼ ðF=aÞ=ðDl=l0Þ ; ð1Þ

where a is the cross-sectional area and l0 is the nanotube

length. Kang and Hwang (2004) have calculated the

Young’s moduli of single-wall (5,5) armchair AlNNTs,

BN and GaN nanotubes (BNNTs and GaNNTs) using

simulations. Their calculations showed that the Young’s

modulus of AlNNTs is about 453 GPa. An experimental

work has reported this value to be about 250–400 GPa for

faceted AlNNTs (Stan et al. 2008). This is smaller than

Young’s moduli of CNT which is about 1 TPa, and, also, is

smaller than that of BN (870 GPa) and GaN (796 GPa)

nanotubes. Kumar et al. (2015) have investigated this

parameter for several zigzag and armchair single-walled

AlNNTs, BNNTs and GaNNTs, using the second-genera-

tion reactive empirical bond order potential with modified

parameters. They showed that for smaller radii of AlNNTs,

the Young’s modulus rises with diameter and then reaches

a constant value being lower than that of CNTs, BNNTs

and GaNNTs.

Poisson’s ratio

Poisson’s ratio m is another interesting mechanical property

that is defined by the nanotube radius variation due to

expressing an axial strain on the nanotube:

m ¼ Lateral strain

Longitudinal strain
¼

Dr
r0

Dl
l0

; ð2Þ

where Dr is the difference between the radius of the

strained and that of the unstrained tube, and Dl
l0

is the axial

strain. The calculated Poisson’s ratio for (3,3) and (5,5)

armchair AlNNTs is about 0.184 and 0.216 and that for

Fig. 6 Strain energy vs diameter for the formation of AlN armchair

and zigzag nanotubes relative to their sheet structures. The strain

energies of BN, GaN, and carbon nanotubes are also presented for

comparison. The curves are fitted by the least-square method
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(9,0), (10,0), and (12,0) zigzag tubes is about 0.269, 0.287,

and 0.287, respectively (Kumar et al. 2015). The Poisson’s

ratio value of zigzag AlNNTs is higher than that of the

armchair AlNNTs, indicating that the zigzag AlNNTs are

more flexible than the armchair ones.

Shear modulus

Shear modulus or modulus of rigidity is the factor of

elasticity regard a shearing force. It is given as the ratio of

shear stress to the shear strain. Shear modulus has been

theoretically calculated for AlNNTs, GaNNTs and CNTs

with different diameters and chiralities (Kumar et al. 2015).

The shear modulus of AlNNTs is in the range of

125–175 GPa, which is increased by enlarging the diame-

ter. It is also approximately independent of the tube chi-

rality. The shear modulus of AlNNTs has been predicted to

be significantly smaller than that of GaNNTs and CNTs.

Electronic properties

Conductivity

Balasubramanian et al. (2004), using the normalized con-

ductance I–V spectrum, have shown that their synthesized

single twisted AlNNTs are metallic in character. This

finding is in contrast to the results of theoretical studies

which have reported that the AlNNTs are semiconductors

(Kang and Hwang 2004; Shi et al. 2005; Ahmadi et al.

2012). Also, the bulk AlN crystal is a large-band-gap

semiconductor (Gutiérrez-Sosa et al. 2002). This incon-

sistency may be due to structural coiling, defects and

impurities in the synthesized tubes in comparison to those

that are theoretically studied.

HOMO–LUMO gap

The energy difference between the HOMO and LUMO is

called the HOMO–LUMO gap which may be used to

estimate the strength and kinetic stability of materials, also

the colors that they generate in solution, and optical

properties (Srivastava et al. 2016; Hesabi and Hesabi 2013;

Nagarajan et al. 2014). The change of HOMO–LUMO gap

upon a chemical adsorption on a surface has been fre-

quently used as an index of electronic sensitivity (Be-

heshtian et al. 2012a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, 2013a, b, c, d, e;

Peyghan et al. 2013a, b, c, 2014).There are no experimental

data on this field, while several DFT calculations have

predicted the HOMO–LUMO gap for different AlNNTs

(Ahmadi et al. 2011a, b, 2012). It should be noted that DFT

methods give different values for HOMO, LUMO, and

HOMO–LUMO gap, especially, depending on the

percentage of HF exchange of the functional (Zhang and

Musgrave 2007). The experimentally obtained AlN band

gap is approximately 6.28 eV (Perry and Rutz 1978).

Zhen et al. (2007) have investigated one-dimensional

nanostructures of AlN, including faceted nanotubes,

nanowires and (12,0) zigzag tubes by means of DFT cal-

culations based on the GGA approach. They revealed that

the gap of the AlN nanostructured materials is much nar-

rower than that of the bulk AlN because of the states of

surface at the band edges. They predicted that the gap of

wurtzite solid AlN is about 4.22 eV and that of (12,0)

zigzag single-walled nanotube is about 2.88 eV at the

PW91 level of theory. Our DFT results have previously

indicated that, the HOMO–LUMO energy gap of AlNNTs

enlarged by increasing the diameter of nanotube, in con-

trast to the semiconducting CNTs (Ahmadi et al. 2011a, b).

It has been predicted that the gap is about 3.74, 4.11, 4.17,

and 4.27 eV for (4,0), (5,0), (6,0), and (7,0) zigzag

AlNNTs, respectively, being larger than the results of Zhen

et al. (2007). It is noteworthy to say that GGA methods

underestimate the gap, and by increasing HF exchange in

the hybrid density functionals, the gap is increased (Xiao

et al. 2011; Tran and Blaha 2009; Yang et al. 2004).

Potential applications

Gas adsorption

Different nanotubes have been extensively studied as a gas

adsorbent because of their high surface/volume ratios (da

Silva 2014; Moradi and Peyghan 2014; Rezaei Sameti and

Samadi Jamil 2016; 2012a, b; Rastegar et al. 2015). The

AlNNTs include polar Al–N bonds, being suitable for

chemical adsorptions, but there are no experimental data in

this issue. Several DFT studies have been performed on the

many gaseous molecule adsorptions on the exterior surface

of AlNNTs with different chiralities by different methods

(Mahdavifar and Abbasi 2014; Mahdavifar and Haghbayan

2012; Lim and Lin 2008; Beheshtian et al.

2012a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, 2013a, b, c, d, e; Xu et al. 2015;

Jiao et al. 2010; Peyghan et al. 2013a, b, c; Samadizadeh

et al. 2015; Mahdavifar et al. 2013, 2014). A zigzag

AlNNT especially with (5,0) chirality has been used in

most of the researches. In Table 1, we have summarized

the results of adsorption energies of different gases and

ions, method, type of nanotube, and year of publication. Xu

et al. (2015) have presented a DFT study on the singlet and

triplet O2 dissociations on the surface of AlNNTs. They

demonstrated that the triplet O2 does not dissociate on

AlNNT due to a dissociation barrier higher than 1.48 eV,

while singlet O2 can dissociate with a relatively lower

dissociation barrier of 0.74 eV. It has further shown that a
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high temperature helps the dissociation of singlet O2 which

leads the dissociation barrier to decrease to 0.65 eV at

298.15 K. They studied the dissociation process on the

AlNNTs with different chiralities including (8,0) (9,0)

(10,0) (11,0) (12,0) (13,0) (14,0) (15,0) and (16,0) zigzag

nanotubes. They found that the dissociation barrier reduces

with an increase of the nanotube diameter. However, in

reality, the O2 molecule is a triplet with one unpaired

electron. Similarly, DFT calculations have shown that NH3

adsorption energy on the wall of AlNNTs increases with

the nanotube diameter reduction (Ahmadi et al. 2011b).

Using DFT calculations, it has been shown that AlNNTs

are more reactive than SiC and BN nanotubes to CO2

molecules (Mahdavifar et al. 2013). The calculated

adsorption energies are about -28.0, -3.8, and

-2.7 kcal/mol for the adsorption of CO2 on the wall of

SiC, AlN, and BN nanotubes, respectively. Comparative

studies on the CO adsorption (Beheshtian et al.

2012a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j) and H2 dissociation on the wall

of AlN, BN, AlP, and BP nanotubes have been inspected

by DFT calculations. The results indicated that among the

four studied tubes, the AlNNTs are more appropriate for H2

dissociation and CO adsorption processes from a kinetic

and thermodynamic standpoint. It has been found that the

adsorption processes depend on a few factors including the

electron density, the nanotube LUMO energy, and length

of the linked bonds to the adsorbing atoms and

hybridization of the adsorbing atom. Table 1 shows that

most of the gases including ethane, ethene, methane,

thiophene, HCN, N2O, CO, H2, O2, H2S, and NO2 are

physically adsorbed on the surface of AlNNTs with energy

releasing below 20.0 kcal/mol.

Chemical sensors

In the recent years, a growing demand in air quality

improvement in the living atmosphere has ascended, and it

is necessary to screen and standardize chemical exposure in

both residential and industrial environments. Thus, great

efforts have been dedicated for the development of fast-

responding, simple, and highly sensitive devices for

chemical detection (Comini et al. 2002; Yamazoe 1991;

Yamazoe et al. 1983; Barsan and Weimar 2001). Nan-

otubes and graphene have attracted strong attention as

chemical sensors due to their unique electronic properties

and quick response time (Fam et al. 2011; Rastegar et al.

2012; Yoon et al. 2011; Peyghan et al. 2014; Moradi et al.

2013; Peyghan and Moradi 2014a, b). The AlNNTs have

been extensively studied as a chemical gas sensor based on

DFT calculations. It has been shown that pristine AlNNTs

may be a prospective HCOH sensor which can detect this

molecule in the presence of water which cannot be sensed

by pristine CNTs (Ahmadi et al. 2012). Most of the pristine

nanotubes cannot be applied for gas recognition, because

the gas does not adsorb on the tube wall due to weak

interaction. Thus, extensive computational and

Table 1 Adsorption energy (Eads, kcal/mol) of chemicals on the exterior surface of single-walled AlNNT based on the different DFT methods

Chemical Tube Method/basis set Eads Year References

H2 (dissociation) (8,0) PBE/DNP -2.5 2008 Lim and Lin (2008)

NH3 (7,0) B3LYP/6-31G* -22.5 2011 Ahmadi et al. (2011b)

CO (6,0) B3LYP/6-31G* -5.7 2012 Beheshtian et al. (2012e)

O2 (triplet) (8,0) PW91-D/DNP -2.5 2015 Xu et al. (2015)

SO2 (5,0) B3LYP/6-31G* -58.2 2012 Beheshtian et al. (2012f)

NO2 (5,0) B3LYP/6-31G* -18.4 2012 Beheshtian et al. (2012g)

CO2 (6,6) PW91 -62.1 2010 Jiao et al. (2010)

HCOH (7,0) B3LYP/6-31G* -29.9 2012 Ahmadi et al. (2012)

Thiophene (6,0) B3LYP/6-31G* -5.0 2013 Peyghan et al. (2013c)

H2S (5,0) B3LYP/6-31G* -11.4 2012 Beheshtian et al. (2012h)

F- (5,0) B3LYP/6-31G* -102.5 2015 Samadizadeh et al. (2015)

Cl- (5,0) B3LYP/6-31G* -1.12 2015 Samadizadeh et al. (2015)

Li? (5,0) B3LYP/6-31G* -3.9 2015 Samadizadeh et al. (2015)

Na? (5,0) B3LYP/6-31G* -2.7 2015 Samadizadeh et al. (2015)

HCN (5,0) B3LYP/6-31G* -14.3 2013 Beheshtian et al. (2013d)

N2O (5,0) B3LYP/6-31G* -5.7 2013 Beheshtian et al. (2013e)

Ethane (4,4) PBE -2.8 2014 Mahdavifar et al. (2014)

Ethene (4,4) PBE -6.8 2014 Mahdavifar et al. (2014)

Methane (4,4) PBE -2.1 2012 Mahdavifar and Haghbayan (2012)
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experimental researches have been focused on increasing

the performance of sensing properties of nanotubes by

structure manipulation (Peng and Cho 2003; Bekyarova

et al. 2004; Kar and Choudhury 2013; Zhang et al. 2006;

Bai and Zhou 2007; Wang et al. 2007). It is clear that

manipulating the structure of adsorbents is very expensive;

therefore, it is of great demand to find highly sensitive and

perfect nanotubes.

Mahdavifar et al. (2013) have shown that, in comparison

to the weak interaction with SiC and BN nanotubes, CO2

molecule strongly interacts with AlNNT and significantly

changes its electrical conductance. They suggested that

AlNNT may be employed in nanosensors to recognize the

presence of CO2 molecule. In most of the studies, the

sensing mechanism depends on the electrical change based

on the below equation (Hadipour et al. 2015):

r ¼ AT3=2expð�Eg=2kTÞ ; ð3Þ

where A (electrons/m3K3/2) is a constant, Eg is HOMO–

LUMO gap, and k is the Boltzmann’s constant. It has been

shown that this relation works well for determining the sen-

sitivity of a sensor based on the change of HOMO–LUMO gap

(Hadipour et al. 2015). In theoretical studies, the HOMO–

LUMO gap is computed after (Eg2) and before (Eg1) of the

adsorption process and the sensitivity is defined as:

S ¼ ðEg2 � Eg1Þ=Eg1 ð4Þ

It should be noted that this strategy works for semicon-

ductor adsorbents that their conductivity increases by

decreasing the HOMO–LUMO gap.

Single-walled AlNNTs have been presented as an elec-

tronic sensor for sensing of SO2 gas based on DFT calcu-

lations (Beheshtian et al. 2012a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j). The

tubes benefit from some advantages which are: high sen-

sitivity: HOMO–LUMO gap of these tubes is remarkably

sensitive to the presence of SO2 gases so that it reduces

from 4.11 to 1.01 eV upon the complexation of the tube

with the gas; pristine application: these tubes sense the SO2

gases in its pristine type and the geometry manipulation is

not required; short recovery time: interaction energy

between the tube and SO2 gas is not too large to prevent the

recovery of sensor; and good selectivity: AlNNTs detect

the SO2 gas in the presence of some other gases such as

H2O, CO, NH3, N2, and H2.

In some cases, it has been shown that the pristine

AlNNT cannot detect the chemical, and therefore, a

structural manipulation is required (Ahmadi et al. 2012;

Beheshtian et al. 2013a, b, c, d, e; Mahdavifar et al. 2014).

For example, in contrast to the weak interaction of ethene

with the pristine AlNNT, the Ni-decorated AlNNTs exhibit

strong affinity toward the ethene molecule with remarkable

negative adsorption energies (Mahdavifar et al. 2014). The

electrical conductivity of Ni-decorated AlNNTs is mean-

ingfully sensitive toward ethene and may be employed in

the sensor devices (Mahdavifar et al. 2014). In the other

study, it was demonstrated that doping an oxygen atom in

the vicinity of adsorption site makes the electrical con-

ductivity of AlNNT extremely sensitive to the NH3 mole-

cule (Ahmadi et al. 2011a, b).

Electron emitters

Favorable optical and field emission properties of nanos-

tructured materials of III–V semiconductors have led to

significant interest during the last decade (Padovani and

Stratton 1966; Fang et al. 2008; Rideout 1975). Among

these, because of the piezoelectric properties, high elec-

trical resistivity and thermal conductivity, the AlN has

been used in creating planar display devices and cold

cathodes (Taniyasu et al. 2004). AlN has a negative elec-

tron affinity, and it has been demonstrated that when some

electron emitters are covered by AlN thin films, the field

emission is increased (Nemanich et al. 1995). It has been

indicated that suitable doping process can fairly increase

the AlN field emission properties (Taniyasu et al. 2004).

The field emission current is because of the tunneling of

electrons from the material into the vacuum through the

potential barrier under the impact of an electric field. Thapa

et al. (2010) have synthesized AlNNTs filled with Ni

nanoparticles, reacting NH3 gas with Ni–Al thin films. The

average diameters of AlNNTs and Ni nanoparticles were

35 and 5 nm, respectively. At room temperature, this

structure displayed outstanding field emission, and also a

high electrical conductance of approximately about

0.43 k ohm/m. Ni-filled AlNNTs have demonstrated

effective field emission with a turn-on field of 15.3 V/mm

for an anode–cathode distance of 90 mm (Thapa et al.

2010). The predicted excellent field emission is assumed to

be due to the presence of Ni nanoparticle, existence of

shallow donor levels and higher surface-to-volume ration

of AlNNTs.

Tondare et al. (2002) have reported the field emission

measurements from the AlNNTs which were synthesized

by the solid–vapor equilibria using gas-phase condensa-

tion. The AlNNTs were considered by TEM, and the

diameter of the nanotubes was predicted to be in the range

of 30–200 nm, and their length from 500 to 700 nm. The

AlNNTs have been used in the electron field emitters after

the coating on tungsten. Sharp rings were detected in the

pattern of the field emission. These rings indicate that the

AlNNTs are open-ended. A factor of 34,500 was predicted

as the field enhancement, showing that the nanoscale of

emitter is a key factor in field emission improvement.

Large field enhancement and the observed field emission
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patterns of AlNNTs are related to the small nanosize

dimensions and properties of polarization. It was predicted

that larger diameter nanotubes are more favorable for field

emitters because they can be simply tuned (Machado and

Azevedo 2011).

Hydrogen storage

Hydrogen, potentially, can be used to provide the energy of

mobile industry, but its economical usage has several

problems which should be resolved. A difficult challenge is

discovery of materials which can store H2 with a large

volumetric and gravimetric density, and work under

ambient circumstances. However, hydrogen storage mate-

rials should have some standards including minimal

gravimetric density (6 wt% by 2010) and optimal adsorp-

tion enthalpy per H2 molecule (0.1–0.2 eV). Wang et al.

(2009) have investigated the capability of AlN nanostruc-

tures such as AlNNTs to store hydrogen using gradient-

corrected DFT. They used the projector augmented wave

method (Kresse and Joubert 1999) which was implemented

in the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (Kresse and

Furthmüller 1996). The structure of Bulk AlN is wurtzite in

which the surface of AlNNTs is threefold-, while the Al

ions are fourfold-coordinated. Wang et al. (2009) have

shown that the unsaturated Al ions with positive charges

are favorable adsorption sites for hydrogen gas. They

generated a single-walled AlNNT using an (8 9 8 9 2)

AlN supercell with wurtzite geometry by eliminating the N

and Al atoms from the outer and the inner portion of the

two circles along the [0001] path.

After geometry relaxation, the cross-section of AlNNT

does not display the structure characteristic of the wurtzite

geometry, and the diameter of the nanotube is about

9.463 Å, which is comparable with that of single-walled

(9,0) zigzag CNT (Wang et al. 2009) The adsorption

energy was predicted to be approximately 0.157 eV/H2.

Calculated bond length between the Al atom of the AlNNT

and the hydrogen molecule is about 2.524 Å, and that for

H–H bond is 0.753 Å. The hydrogen molecule was pre-

dicted to be about 2.620 Å away from the surface of

AlNNT. They also investigated the H2 adsorption in the

interior surface of AlNNT. Finally, they reported that the

total exterior and interior adsorptions yield a gravimetric

density of about 6.15 wt%. It seems that the calculated

adsorption energy and gravimetric density are ideal for

applications in hydrogen storage industry. Despite these

advantages, there are some concerns regarding the possi-

bility of AlNNT applications, and we report some of them

in the following: (1) an energy barrier may hinder H2

molecules from entering the nanotube (Sun et al. 2005). (2)

The unsaturated Al atoms in the AlNNTs are very reactive

and may attach to unwanted chemicals. (3) The used DFT

method does not correctly present the weak interactions,

and dispersion forces are not treated well. (4) The real

applications are at room temperatures, but the calculations

have been performed at 0 K.

Conclusions

AlNNTs are wide-band-gap nanostructures with high

reactivity and electronic sensitivity toward chemicals such

as SO2, NO2, HCOH, and so on. The experimental bad gap

is reported to be about 6.28 eV, and computational studies

based on the B3LYP method reported a HOMO–LUMO

gap in the range of 3.74–4.27 eV for zigzag AlNNTs

depending on the diameter. In 2003, the faceted single-

crystalline hexagonal AlNNTs were synthesized by

nitriding the aluminum powder, and many theoretical

works have suggested several potential applications for

AlNNTs including chemical sensor, hydrogen storage, gas

adsorbent, and electron field emitter. Also, their synthesis

has been reported by epitaxial casting and MOCVD growth

methods. However, there is still a concern for discovering a

method to synthesize a single-walled AlNNT from its AlN

sheet similar to the BN or carbon nanotubes. Synthetic

research on AlNNTs is in its initial stage, and a few papers

related to their synthesis have been published to date. Thus,

the present lack of a synthesis method surely limits the

applications of AlNNTs. On the other hand, a key feature

that has attracted much research effort is the reactivity and

electronic sensitivity of AlNNTs. In particular, theoretical

studies have shown that AlNNTs can be used in their

pristine form as fast, selective and reusable chemical sen-

sors. Compared to CNTs and BNNTs, the research on

functionalized AlNNTs with foreign groups has had rela-

tively modest progress and no experimental data have been

published on the chemical modifications. The Young’s

modulus of AlNNTs is about 453 GPa based on the DFT

methods and 250–450 based on the experiment.
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